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Dear Sirs 
  
I am a resident of Quorn and have been here since 1988 apart from a brief period in Woodhouse 
Eaves and Leicester and could not wait to return.  
  
I currently reside at Quorn Court and it’s important that you are aware of that fact as I would not 
want to mislead you or offer false representation which I am certain parties will try and promote or 
take advantage of but prefer to be up front and open disclosure is always far better in my opinion.  
  
As you may be aware there is currently a planning application for our former neighbours property 
(sadly our long term john Simpkin who had lived there since the early 1950’s  passed away) , the 
property was subsequently sold to a developer who is applying for planning permission to carry out 
a major re developments. This includes a soft play area as well as a café which would be one of the 
largest in Quorn catering for up to 55 plus staff at any one time only a few feet away from the main 
trunk road. 
  
In the opinion of the residents of QC (11 parties)  we are of the view that this incongruous 
development is over intrusive , is out of keeping within the conservation area and does nothing but 
detract from the peaceful bastion of QC which is not only a Grade 2 house of significant importance 
to Quorn itself but the nation as a whole.  
  
We have raised several objections already and are aware that the plans have been called in for 
scrutiny of which we thoroughly support whereby a consensus of views can be reviewed rather than 
under the governance and current de regulated powers of whereby one planning officer has the 
authority to approve.  
  
From over development to major safety concerns for young children (they are specifically targeting 
under 5’s and proposing up to 55 at any one time adjacent to an extremely busy main road) and now 
find they want to remove the heritage cobbles thus detrimental to the conservation aspect we have 
very strong views.  
  
But apart from this and it is vitally important the initial brief and trying to act impartially what may 
be to the benefit of Quorn and its residents alike there may be a silver lining to this.  
  
OPPORTUNITY.  
On Sunday I visited the café situated in the Old School House with another resident from QC and was 
struck by how well the Stafford Orchard Park, its facilities were being enjoyed and in reality how 
lucky we are to have such it is an absolute credit to everyone concerned and this made me think ! 
  
The ideal of a soft play area in principle I do not have objections but the current proposed location is 
most certainly not ideal for everyone and I am trying to look outside of the box and not promote my 
own views.  
  
I honestly believe this could be an idea opportunity for either the parish council to take on 
themselves and or in conjunction with a private developer although must admit I have somewhat 
reservations as such as in such aspects like the park should be run for the benefit of the villages 
rather than a money making exercise for a select few and others less fortunate are excluded. And we 
must appreciate that due to the pandemic many family financial resources will undoubtedly be 
restricted for years to come.  
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We have Stafford Orchard which is fantastic, we have first class play activities , the gardens and grass 
areas are impeccable and must say those running the café offer exceptionally good service and value 
– all of these combined create a perfect atmosphere which is shown by how well it is used. ! 
  
Now I was thinking if there is a demand for something like a soft play area could it be incorporated 
into the current design and/or add on to the school house ? 
  
To my view this would offer an ideal opportunity as it is far much safer than being adjacent to a very, 
very busy main road (it horrifies me that anyone would knowingly want to encourage large groups of 
very young children next to a main road).  
I understand these centres charge quite considerable sums for the privilege of using them , many 
young families cannot afford to do so but may feel under great pressure to do so from their friends 
and families.  
  
Perhaps the parish council could instigate such a move and offer enhanced low cost facilities and or 
charge a ground rent  which may help towards the coffers as well as increasing the footfall for the 
café and the library so a win win situation all round.  
  
I sincerely hope this may be of assistance to everyone at Quorn and fully accept persons may feel 
the views are biased but those who may be able to look beyond may see a much bigger picture.  
  
Tony O’Dowd  
 


